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Introduction 

The Quest to Save the Great Library is a Dungeons and Dragons style of adventure intended 

to be played in the Castro Valley Library Children’s section. The map is a floor plan of the 

children’s section of the library, and secrets are hidden in the very stacks of the library! 

Players will play the game at a library table, and when they defeat monsters in the game 

they will be rewarded with information that leads them to the magical books they seek.  

This game could also be adapted to any library, but a different map may need to be created 

in that case. Sample books from the collection are used in the game, but the game could also 

be replayed by selecting new books and/or altering the nature of the wisdom that is 

uncovered when the monsters are defeated and the books are found. 

What You Need 

1. 5-6 people, including one person known as the Quest Master (that’s Dungeon Master 

in traditional D&D parlance). 

2. A print-out of this quest. 

3. Pencils with erasers for all the heroes and the Quest Master. 

4. Either one twenty-sided die and one six-sided die or three six-sided dice. 

5. Scissors. 

Getting Started 

Prepare the Quest 

1. Print out and read the whole adventure. 

2. Cute out the hero, monster and god/goddess cards and bookmarks. 

3. Cut out the hero and monster tokens. Each one represents a different hero or 

monster on the map. 

4. Cut out the Hero of Alexandria badges. 



5. Cut out the god/goddess bookmarks and hide them inside the chosen books in the 

stacks of the library. (See the book slips if using the game sample books, or select 

your own books and create book slips). 

Begin Play 

1. Give one hero card and matching hero token to each player. Have each hero write 

his or her name on a token. 

2. Place each monster token on the map where initial letters indicate (M=Mummy, 

S=Sphinx, C=Crocodile, SB=Scarab Beetles). 

3. Place the hero tokens at the starting location on the map. 

4. Read the Adventure Start aloud and start playing! 

How to Play 

Play goes around the table in turns. 

Hero turns: On each hero’s turn, a player can move his or her hero up the hero’s speed, use 

an attack power, and then use a special power (if possible). 

Monster turns: On each monster’s turn, the Quest Master can move one monster up to its 

speed, use its attack power, and then use its special power (if possible). 

Turn order: Monster(s) go first. Then heroes go in order of their hero number, lowest 

number first. If more than one monster is in play, monsters go in order of their monster 

number, lowest number first, and then heroes. After the monsters and all players have 

gone, start a new round, monsters first! 

On Each Turn 

On a turn (and this goes for monster turns, too!), a player or the Quest Master can move, 

use an attack power, and use a special power. You can choose to skip one or all of the parts 

of a turn, and you can do them in any order. For example, Raen may choose to use her 

attack power, to skip her special power, and to move.  



Movement 

Your hero can move a number of squares up to his or her speed. This can be done once, but 

at any time in the hero’s turn. All heroes, except for the wizard, must be next to a monster 

to attack it.  

Attack Power 

Your hero uses attack powers to fight monsters. Here is an example attack power: 

Massive Axe 1d20 + 5 (or 3d6+2) 

Deals 1 point of axe damage 

An attack power is made up of the name (such as Massive Axe), what you roll to try to hit a 

monster (such as 1d20), the number you add to the result of that roll (+ 5), and what 

happens if you succeed in your roll (such as “Deals 1 point of axe damage”). If you don’t 

have access to twenty-sided dice, there is an alternative using conventional dice (roll three 

conventional six-sided dice and add 2 to the total). 

To use a Massive Axe attack power, the player rolls one twenty-sided die and adds 5 to the 

result. For example, the Barbarian rolls a 10 and adds 5 to get 15. The player announces the 

result, and the Quest Master compares it to the monster’s armor class. If it equals or beats 

the monster’s armor class, then the attack succeeds. For example, the Barbarian’s roll of 15 

is the same as the crocodile’s armor class of 15, so in this example the Barbarian succeeds 

in hitting the crocodile.  

Every time an attack against a hero or monster succeeds, fill up one little circle on the 

corresponding card for each point of damage. When all the circles are filled, if it is a hero, 

the  

hero goes unconscious and can be healed by the Quest Master. (See Adventure Notes.) If it 

is a monster, it dies and is removed from the map.  



So in our example, the crocodile takes 1 hit point of axe damage, which is recorded by 

filling in one of the crocodile’s hit point bubbles. 

Note: 

It is rewarding for players to see the hit points of a monster drop. Keep the hit points 

visible so that everyone can see how close they are to defeating a monster. You can also use 

candy, allowing the players to eat a piece of candy for each hit point of damage their heroes 

deal. 

Special Power 

The Barbarian’s special power is only used when he or she is hit by a monster. So, her turn 

is done after she hits the crocodile. However, after all the other players have gone and the 

round is over, a new round starts and it is the crocodile’s turn again. 

The crocodile moves and appears next to the Barbarian (moving up to its speed of five 

squares). Then it uses its attack power. 

Attack Power:  

Gaping Maw 1d20 (or 3d6) 

Deals 1 point teeth damage. 

The crocodile rolls a 10, which is greater than the Barbarian’s  armor class of 9, so she takes 

one point of teeth damage. However, being hit by a monster means the Barbarian can use 

her special power: 

Special Power:  

Ferocious Warrior 

Whenever you are hit, you can shove the monster that hit you up to 2 squares away from 

you, in any direction. 



The Barbarian shoves the crocodile two squares straight back from her. This means that 

the crocodile, no longer next to any heroes and having used up its movement, cannot use its 

special power: 

Special Power:  

Swallow 1d20 (or 3d6). 

How To Win 

The heroes win when all the monsters have been defeated and the spirits of the gods 

located and collected. Hand out the Guardian of the Library badges to the players, and read 

the Quest End text. 

Definitions 

1d20: One twenty-sided die (if necessary substitute 3 conventional six-sided die and add 2 

to result). 

1d6: One six-sided die (a conventional game die). 

Armor Class: The number that an attack roll must meet or beat in order to succeed. 

Attack Power: What a hero or monster uses to attack. 

Critical Hit: A natural 20 (or three sixes) results in a “critical hit.” On a critical hit, instead 

of whatever damage you would normally deal (usually 1 point), you deal 1d6 damage. Roll 

a six-sided die and the result is the amount of damage dealt. A rogue who is using a special 

power, which gives double damage, deals 2d6 damage instead of dealing two points of 

damage. 

Quest Master: The person running the adventure. The Quest Master controls all the 

monsters, announces whose turn it is, reads the adventure, and referres unexpected 

situations. 



Half Hit Points: A monster is to be considered at half its hit points when the Quest Master 

fills up all the hit point circles before the dividing line.  

Hero Number: A hero’s number is their place in the turn order. For example, hero 31 goes 

first, followed by hero #2, and so on. 

Hit Points: The number of times a hero or monster can be hit before it falls unconscious 

(herO) or dies.  

Natural 20: When you roll a twenty-sided die, and the number that comes up is a twenty, 

you have rolled a natural 20. Natural 20s do not use attack bonuses, or anything else you 

might add to your roll’s result. If you are playing with 3d6 instead of 1d20, the equivalent is 

rolling three sixes. 

Special Power: An additional power a hero has, on top of his or her attack. Often a special 

power can only be used when a certain condition is met. For example,  

Speed: The number of squares a hero can move on his or her turn. 

  



Quest Start 

Greetings heroes of Alexandria! I am the Seshat, goddess of writing, the Lady of the House 

of Books, and patroness of this Great Library of Alexandria.  

Our library in Alexandria is one of the wonders of the ancient world, but the wicked god Set 

has stolen precious books from the Great Library. Along with this precious knowledge that 

has gone missing, the wisdom and spirit of the great gods Thoth, Isis, Horus and Ptah are 

missing from our beautiful library. We need a brave group of heroes to return them to their 

rightful place and save the library! 

Set has placed monsters to guard the books he has hidden. You must defeat these monsters 

to find the books and locate the spirit of the gods hidden inside them. 

Beware, as soon as you enter the library, the monsters will try and stop you. Good luck on 

your quest, my brave heroes! 

Quest Notes 

Running the Monsters: 

As soon as the players enter the library, monsters may begin attacking. The Quest Master 

may select any monster to begin with. One monster is released at a time, but a second 

monster may begin attacking if the first monster drops to half its hit points (see “If a 

monster drops to half its hit points:” below). 

Monsters like a challenge! In general, monsters like to attack whichever character has the 

most hit points, as they find characters with few hit points to be less of a challenge. They 

also almost never attack the same character twice in a row, as that would be boring. 

If a monster drops to half its hit points: 



When a monster drops to half hit points, and there is only one active monster on the board, 

the Quest Master may begin moving another monster to attack! If there are two active 

monsters on the board, the Quest Master waits until one dies before opening another cage. 

If a hero has no hit points: 

The hero falls unconscious. The Quest Master waits for the heroes to defeat the monster 

they are fighting, then: the Quest Master gives [all heroes with 2 or less hit points] a glass 

vial filled with a sparkling, clear liquid 

Quest Master: “You’d better drink up, before the next fight!” 

The liquid tastes minty and lemony, and you immediately feel better. [The affected players 

should erase the colored-in circles on their cards. They have returned their heroes to 

maximum hit points.] 

Quest Master: “Better now? Good! It’s time to fight the next monster!” 

Look out, here comes the next monster! 

Quest End 

After all the monsters have been defeated and all the god/goddess bookmarks found, the 

quest is over and the heroes have won! 

The Quest Master writes each player’s name on a badge and hands each a badge: Guardian 

of the Great Library of Alexandria! 

Quest Master: “Congratulations, brave heroes of the library! You have saved our 

library, and proven yourselves worthy guardians of the Great Library of Alexandria! 

  



Hero Cards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MEDJAI WARRIOR 

The Medjai Warrior is hero # 3 

Armor Class: 13 

Hit Points: 5 O O O O O 

Speed: 5 

Attack Power: Khopesh Sword 1d20+4 (or 3d6+1) 

Deals 1 point of sword damage 

Special Power: Charge 

If you are not next to a monster at the start of your 

attack, and there is a monster within 7 squares of 

you, move up to it and attack (+2 bonus to your 

attack power roll) 

Critical Hit: On a roll of a natural 20 (or 3 sixes), 

roll 1d6 for the amount of damage you do. 

 

 

DESERT SCOUT 

The desert scout is hero #1 

Armor Class: 11 

Hit Points:35 O O O 

Speed: 6 

Attack Power: Whirling Blades 1d20 6 (or 

3d6+3) 

Special Power: Sneak Attack 

If you and a friend stand on the exact opposite 

sides of an enemy, your attacks do 2 points of 

dagger damage instead of 1 point of dagger 

damage 

Critical Hit: On a roll of a natural 20 (or 3 

sixes), roll 1d6 for the amount of damage you 

do. 

 

 

BARBARIAN  

The barbarian is hero #2. 

Armor Class: 9 

Hit Points: 7 O O O O O O O 

Speed: 5 

Attack Power: Massive Axe 1d20+5 (or 3d6+2) 

Deals 1 point of axe damage. 

Special Power: Ferocious Warrior 

Whenever you are hit, you can shove the monster 

that hit you up to 2 squares away from you, in any 

direction. 

Critical Hit: On a roll of a natural 20 (or 3 sixes), 

roll 1d6 for the amount of damage you do. 

 

 

PRIEST/PRIESTESS 

The priest/priestess is hero #4. 

Armor Class: 10 

Hit Points: 6 O O O O O O 

Speed: 5 

Attack Power: Vengeful Spirits 1d20+3 (or 

3d6) 

Deals 1 point of spirit damage. 

Special Power: Spectral Shackles 

If your first attack misses, roll a d20. If you roll 

an 11 or above, ghostly chains tie your enemy to 

the ground, and it cannot move on its next turn. 

(Or, roll 1d6. 4 or higher succeeds creating the 

shackles.) 

Critical Hit: On a roll of a natural 20 (or 3 

sixes), roll 1d6 for the amount of damage you 

do. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

MAGICIAN 

The magician is hero #5. 

Armor Class: 7 

Hit Points: 4 O O O O 

Speed: 4 

Attack Power: Fireball 1d20 + 7 (or 3d6 +4) 

Deals 1 point of fire damage. 

Range: You can hit any creature within 6 

squares of you. 

Special Power: Blastwave 

If you hit with your first attack, roll a d20 for 

each monster standing next to the monster you 

hit. If you roll a 10 or above, you deal 1 point of 

damage to that monster as well. (Or, roll 1d6. A 

4 or higher succeeds in hitting each monster.) 

Critical Hit: On a roll of a natural 20 (or 3 

sixes), roll 1d6 for the amount of damage you 

do. 

 



Monster Cards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SPHINX 

Armor Class: 14 

Hit Points: 10 

O O O O O | O O O O O 

Speed: 4 

Attack Power: Poisonous Breath 1d20 (or 

3d6) 

Deals 1 point poison damage. If it hits with 

its first attack, it rolls 1d20 for every hero 

standing next to the hero it hits. If it rolls a 

10 or above, it deals 1 point of poison 

damage to that hero as well. (Or, roll 1d6. A 4 

or higher means that it hits that hero as 

well). 

Range: The sphinx’s poison breath can hit 

any creature within 4 squares of it. 

Special Power: Tail Swipe 1d20 (or 3d6) 

The Sphinx swipes at a hero with its tail. If it 

hits, the hero is knocked to the ground, and 

instead of moving next turn, the hero must 

just stand up. 

 

Introducing the sphinx: 

QUEST MASTER: “A fierce and deadly sphinx 

attacks!” 

 

CROCODILE 

Armor Class: 15 

Hit Points: 8 

O O O O | O O O O 

Speed: 5 

Attack Power: Gaping Maw 1d20 (or 3d6) 

Deals 1 point teeth damage 

Special Power: Swallow Whole 1d20 (or 

3d6) 

The crocodile swallows the hero. At the 

beginning of every turn in which the hero 

starts out swallowed, the hero must take 10 

point of damage. The swallowed hero can 

then choose to either attack or to “tickle” 

the monster. If the hero attacks, he or she 

automatically succeeds. If he or she 

“tickles,” the player rolls 1d20, and if 11 or 

higher is rolled, the hero gets coughed up. 

(Or, roll 1d6. A 4 or higher means they 

succeed in getting coughed up.) A crocodile 

can only have one hero in its stomach at a 

time. When the crocodile is killed, 

swallowed heroes are coughed up. 

 

Introducing the crocodile: 

QUEST MASTER: “Behold the fearsome 

crocodile!” 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
MUMMY 

 

Armor Class: 12 

Hit Points: 9 

O O O O O | O O O O 

Speed: 3 

Attack Power: Evil Spells 

If the mummy hits, roll 1d6 for the effect. 

1. Firebolt (take 1 damage; any 
heroes next to the hero on fire 
must roll 1d20. On 10 or higher, 
they also take 1 point fire damage). 

2. Chains of Ice (hero can’t move next 
turn). 

3. Windchasm (hero is pulled 2 
squares toward monster). 

4. Shockwave (hero is pushed 2 
squares from monster). 

5. Lightning bolt (hero loses attack 
bonus next turn). 

6. The Evil Eye (beholder switches 
places with the hero). 

Range: The mummy’s spells can hit any 

hero within 6 squares of it. 

Special Power: Multiple Spells 

Every turn, the mummy can attack twice. 

 

Introducing the mummy: 

QUEST MASTER: “A dreadful mummy 

lurches towards you!” 

 

 

 

SCARAB BEETLES 

Armor Class: 10 

Hit Points: 11 

O O O O O O | O O O O O 

Speed: 6 

Attack Power: Glamour 1d20 (or 3d6) 

The scarabs are so pretty! They dazzle the 

hero with their magical colors. Roll twice 

and take the best result. If the scarabs’ 

attack hits, the pixies enter the hero’s 

square, and the hero cannot attack them 

until they leave the hero’s square. Pixies 

switch who they try to glamour every 

turn. 

Special Power: Swarm 

When a hero is under the effects of the 

scarab swarm’s glamour, the hero takes 1 

point of swarm damage at the beginning of 

the turn, and any hero who hits the scarab 

swarm must also roll 1d20. If a 10 or 

below is rolled, the scarabs also deal 1 

point of damage to the glamoured hero. 

(Or, roll 1d6. A 3 or lower means they hit.) 

 

Introducing the scarab beetles: 

QUEST MASTER: “A swarm of tiny flying 

creatures with glittering gold wings—it’s a 

swarm of scarab beetles!” 

 



Character and Monster Tokens 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Medjai Warrior Desert Scout Barbarian 
 

Priest/ 

Priestess 

 

Magician 

 
 

  



Book Slips 

These are the sample books for the game. When the heroes defeat a monster, the Quest 

Master should give them one of these slips. 

Sphinx: Isis      Crocodile: Horus 

Mummy: Ptah      Scarab Beetles: Thoth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seek Isis 

Seek the place of fabulous tales, 

the place of fiction. 

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of 

Azkaban 

By J.K. Rowling 

Seek the mystic call sign 

J ROWLING, J 

Seek Horus 

Seek the place of action and color, 

the place of graphic novels. 

Rapunzel’s Revenge 

By Shannon Hale and Dean Hale, 

illustrated by Nathan Hale 

Seek the mystic call sign 

GRAPHIC NOVEL 

J741.5973 HALE 

Seek Ptah 

Seek where books tell of 

wondrous things to be made, the 

place of non-fiction. 

Fantastic Folds: Origami Projects 

By Andrew Stoker and Sasha 

Williamson 

Seek the mystic call sign 

J736.982 

STOKER 

 

Seek Thoth 

Seek where books tell of truth and 

real things, the place of non-fiction 

Black Holes and Other Bizarre 

Space Objects 

By David Jefferis 

Seek the mystic call sign 

J523.8875 

JEFFERIS 



God/Goddess Bookmarks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ISIS 

Isis is the goddess of 

health and love, and also 

the patroness of magic. 

She would be charmed 

by the magical worlds 

that books can show us. 

You have returned the 

spirit of Isis to the Great 

Library! 

 

PTAH 

Ptah is the god of 

craftsmen and those who 

love to build and create. 

He would love to get his 

hands on a book that 

teaches about making 

things. You have 

returned the spirit of 

Ptah to the Great Library! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HORUS 

Horus, the god of war 

and protection, loves 

books of action and 

excitement, like the 

graphic novel you just 

found. You have returned 

the spirit of Horus the 

Great Library! 

 

THOTH 

Thoth, the god of 

wisdom, seeks 

knowledge and loves 

non-fiction to expand his 

knowledge of the 

cosmos. You have 

returned the spirit of 

Thoth to the Great 

Library! 



Badges 
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Alexandria 
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Acknowledgements 

This game is a remix of Monster Slayers: The Heroes of Hesiod, a simplified Dungeons and 

Dragons style game intended for younger players/shorter playing time. I changed some of 

the parameters of the game but kept most of the “math” (hit points, etc.) since without 

extensive testing it would be difficult to maintain an appropriate difficulty level. Monster 

Slayers: The Heroes of Hesiod is just a basic monster fighting game and is an excellent way 

to introduce younger children to the basic mechanics of tabletop role playing games. 
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